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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

Palazzo Morosini degli Spezieri: AVE in a new hospitality 
concept in Venice 

 
Hospitality is renewed in Venice thanks to AVE solutions, that conquer  
the prestigious Palazzo Morosini degli Spezieri with innovative design  

and technologies. 
 

Between past and present, antiquities and modernity. Result of an important renovation 
project, Palazzo Morosini degli Spezieri opens its doors to a new hospitality concept in 
Venice: a collection of 9 self-catering apartments with AVE design and technologies. 
 
Situated in a beautiful historical frame - close to the Rialto Bridge but away from mass 
tourism - this prestigious 15th-century palace has been transformed into an innovative 
hospitable place. Within its environments are included AVE solutions dedicated to the 
hotels’ world. Thanks to two different types of card readers (external card reader and the 
internal one), Palazzo Morosini degli Spezieri reaches the highest standards of comfort 
and safety, without giving up to a refined aesthetic component, in line with the well-kept 
renovation project. 
 
Perfectly coordinated with electrical system, AVE card readers allow to offer a smart access 
system to the apartments, to the common areas and to the relative functions. Boasting a 
simple and intuitive operation, the guest will only insert the card into the reader to open the 
door, while service status and “do not disturb” function (activated by a button inside the 
apartment) will be conveniently displayed on the external reader through the dedicated LED. 
The load activation and accommodations’ services will be enabled only in the presence of an 
authorized card, so the structure can benefit from a greater energy savings and a further 
degree of safety preventing short circuits when the apartment is unoccupied. 
 
In a prestigious palace like this, exclusive finishes couldn’t miss. Upon a specific request of 
the client, AVE has made stoneware front plates (Vera44) with an innovative design. 
Framing the card readers and electrical wiring accessories (Domus and Allumia series), 
these plates ennoble technology embellishing it through refined and precious material effects. 
 
Set in a privileged position – in front of the Grand Canal in the San Polo district, Palazzo 
Morosini degli Spezieri has become a well-known destination for housing in Venice. A 
technologically advanced and aesthetically cared place that inaugurates a new hospitality 
concept. The hôtellerie is evolving with AVE. 
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